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Love and Logic Announces Phoenix, AZ Event 

Success with Resistant, Unmotivated and Disruptive Kids 
Dr. Charles Fay 

 

Golden, CO: Love and Logic Institute is excited to announce the scheduling of the event Success with 

Resistant, Unmotivated and Disruptive Kids in Phoenix, AZ. This fun-filled event will be held at Radisson 

Phoenix North from 8:30 A.M. to 2:30 P.M. on Wednesday, November 29, 2017. Admission is $99 per 

person. Seating is limited. Register today! 

 

Dr. Charles Fay will discuss:  

 How to build cooperative relationships with defiant kids.  

 Tips for dealing with kids who argue, manipulate and constantly fight for control. 

 Strategies for staying sane with kids who constantly test limits. 

 A research-based process for building intrinsic motivation. 

 How to remain loving while not becoming a doormat. 

 

For more information, visit www.loveandlogic.com or call 800-338-4065. 
 

About Charles Fay 

Charles Fay, Ph.D. is a parent, author and consultant to schools, parent groups and mental health professionals around 

the world. His expertise in developing and teaching practical discipline strategies has been refined through work with 

severely disturbed youth in school, hospital, and community settings. Charles has developed an acute understanding of 

the most challenging students. Having grown up with Love and Logic, he also provides a unique… and often humorous… 

perspective. 
 

Dr. Fay is a fun and easy interview providing the best “tools” for handling the issues most affecting kids, parents and 

professionals today; contact Monica at 303-278-7552.  For additional story ideas and topics, visit 

www.loveandlogic.com/blog/love-and-logic-blog-for-parents-and-teachers. 
 

About Love and Logic Institute 

Trusted for over 40 years, Love and Logic is a philosophy founded in 1977 by Jim Fay and Foster W. Cline, M.D. It is the 

approach of choice among leading educators, parents, and other professionals worldwide. 
 

The Love and Logic Institute is dedicated to making parenting and teaching fun and rewarding, instead of stressful and 

chaotic. We provide practical tools and techniques that help adults achieve respectful, healthy relationships with their 

children. All of our work is based on a psychologically sound parenting and teaching philosophy called Love and Logic. 
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